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Take your best shot with your new Nikon D3300 Congratulations on your new Nikon D3300 DSLR!

You probably want to get shooting right away, but first you need to know some basics about the

controls and functions. Nikon D3300 For Dummies is your ultimate guide to your new camera,

packed with everything you need to know to start taking beautiful photographs right out of the gate.

Author Julie Adair King draws on a decade of experience in photography instruction, specifically

Nikon and Canon, to walk you through the basics and get you started off on the right foot. Your new

Nikon D3300 offers full control over exposure settings, but it also includes pre-sets and auto mode

options for beginners. Nikon D3300 For Dummies guides you through the specifics of each setting,

and teaches you how to determine what controls work best in a given situation. Written specifically

for the Nikon D3300, the book discusses only the controls and capabilities available on your model,

and shows you where to find them and how to use them. Topics include:  Shooting in auto mode,

playback options, and basic troubleshooting Working with light, focus, and color, and conquering

video mode Picture organization, including file transfer and sharing Tips on photo editing and select

features  This full-color book includes a variety of photos that demonstrate the effects of different

settings, allowing you to develop an eye for matching controls to situations. If you want to get the

most out of your new DSLR, Nikon D3300 For Dummies is the best, most complete guide on the

market.
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Photography

Learn to:  Get up and running fast with your digital SLR Use both auto mode and manual settings

Understand the essential photo options  Point and shoot or go further with this in-depth guide to the

powerful Nikon D3300! Want to get into digital photography? No problem! With the Nikon D3300

and this essential guide to using your dSLR, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll be taking great shots in no time. Get to

know your camera inside and out, take pictures in auto mode or with manual settings, and take the

photos youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve always dreamed of!  Fast track to super snaps Ã¢â‚¬â€• get your camera

set up just the right way, explore all the basics, discover the auto modes, and dive into numerous

options Taking creative control Ã¢â‚¬â€• master exposure, focus, and depth of field to take full

advantage of all the manual options on your great Nikon D3300 After the shot Ã¢â‚¬â€• view your

photos, delete unwanted shots, process Raw images, and prepare pictures for online sharing Take

it a step further Ã¢â‚¬â€• find out more about your camera and taking great pictures with additional

tips on manipulating photos and extra camera features  Open the book and find:  A complete

overview of photography basics How to check image size and quality Why and when to adjust

aperture, shutter speed, and ISO Tips for working with movies and image files Help with solving

color problems Techniques for better flash photos Pro techniques for shooting portraits and action

shots Ways to view your photos on your camera or on TV

Julie Adair King has been covering digital photography for over two decades. Along with the seven

editions of Digital Photography For Dummies, Julie has also written For Dummies guides covering

specific SLR cameras.

Bought the book in order to helps out with my new camera. I'm a newbie when it comes to DSLR

cameras so this would be the perfect book for me and it did not disappoint. Very thorough

explanation of everything and how to use all the different features of the camera.

I recommend this book for any person who wants to start in photography using this amazing

camera. Clear sheets and images, easy-going explications and shows you how to get 100% of your

Nikon D3300.

There's a lot here that I have to read. It has a lot of good references and starts "at the beginning."



I'm am pre reviewing this as I assume it will be taking me through EVERY function of the camera so

I can use it all and have great in focus photos from here until... I still own a Nikon all manual film

camera with 3 lenses--no fancy auto-programing. Hopefully my Nikon family last forever which I

cannot say for my point and shoots: Fuji, Canon, Olympus, Lumix.

Great book! I'm new to photography and lost my user manual to my Nikon D3300. I purchased this

books in hopes to learn how to use it since I didn't have the manual. I found the manual a couple

weeks after this was delivered, but this book is easier to understand. This book has great content.

Extremely helpful no matter how familiar you are with the camera. I skipped the parts I felt like I

didn't need, and focused on the chapters with the information I didn't know as well, but it's good to

know it's all there if I needed a refresher. The full color images make experimenting with the various

settings easy and fun.

This book is a must have for people like me who are new to the world of SLR cameras. It is well

written and covers so much more than the manual that comes with the camera. In fact, even if you

are adept at SLR cameras, this book will show you where the hidden goodies are that the manual

doesn't even mention. Well worth the $$.

This book is great. A quick and precise reference for learning to use my D3300. Very much an

indispensable tool no matter what your skill level happens to be. It was a great purchase that I

highly recommend. It has paid for itself in the time saved learning the new camera.

Very helpful book and an easy read! Strongly suggest picking this book up fir those like me who are

novice photographers! Keep it in my backpack as a reference to help set up shots till I get more

familiar with my camera
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